Introduction

The biological function of the septin G proteins lies in their ability to dimerize and assemble into filamentous polymers, which serve as scaffolds and diffusion barriers that control the localization of cellular proteins (Kinoshita, 2003; Caudron and Barral, 2009; Gasper et al., 2009; Spiliotis and Gladfelter, 2012). Evolved from a primordial eukaryotic ancestor through gene duplications and deletions, septin genes vanished from plants and proliferated in eukaryotic lineages as divergent as algae, ciliates, fungi, and metazoa (Pan et al., 2007; Nishihama et al., 2011). In vertebrates, the number of septin genes nearly doubled that of single-cell (e.g., yeast) and invertebrate organisms (e.g., insects, worms). Thus, septin paralogs evolved together with highly complex organ systems, adapting and diversifying their scaffolding and barrier functions to new physiological processes.

Septins are phylogenetically classified under the translation factor (TRAFAC) class of P-loop nucleotide-binding proteins, which includes the superfamilies of Ras-like GTPases and the kinesin and myosin cytoskeletal motors (Leipe et al., 2002). The nucleotide-binding domain of these proteins consists of alternating \( \alpha \)-helices and \( \beta \)-strands separated by flexible loops, which contain sequence motifs that interact with the phosphate groups of GTP or ATP (Leipe et al., 2002). In eukaryotic septins, the motifs G1 (Walker A motif GxxxxGK[ST]), G3 (Walker B motif DxxG), and G4 (GTP-specificity motif NKxD) are highly conserved and the GTP-binding domains are flanked by an N-terminal polybasic region (Figure 1A), which interacts with membrane phospholipids (Zhang et al., 1999; Casamayor and Snyder, 2003) and a C-terminal 56 amino acid sequence of unknown function termed the septin unique element (Versele and Thorner, 2005). Septins vary mainly in the length and amino acid composition of their N- and C-terminal tails, which contain proline-rich domains and \( \alpha \)-helical coiled coils, respectively (Figure 1A). Through these protein-protein interaction domains, septin polymers can form paired filaments and bind a diversity of cellular proteins in a septin-specific manner (Nakahira et al., 2010; DeMay et al., 2011).

On the basis of sequence similarity, the products of 13 mammalian septin genes are classified into four groups (Kinoshita, 2003): SEPT2 (SEPT1, SEPT2, SEPT4, and SEPT5), SEPT6 (SEPT6, SEPT8, SEPT10, SEPT11, and SEPT14), SEPT7, and SEPT9 (SEPT3, SEPT9, and SEPT12); many of these septins exist in multiple isoforms (e.g., SEPT9_i1, SEPT9_i2). In contrast to the majority of septins, which hydrolyze GTP slowly, members of the SEPT6 group are posited to be catalytically inactive and always bound...
to GTP (Sirajuddin et al., 2009). Using the G-domain as a binding interface (Sirajuddin et al., 2007), a member of each septin group dimerizes in tandem with itself and/or a septin from another group to form hetero-oligomeric complexes (Figure 1B). End-to-end binding of these oligomers leads to the assembly of non-polar polymers such as straight, curved, or circular filaments (Figure 1C), which can make lateral contacts with each other through their C-terminal coiled-coil domains that extend perpendicularly from their G-domain interfaces (Kinoshita, 2002; Bertin et al., 2008; de Almeida Marques et al., 2012). Septins follow a combinatorial mode of assembly that is dictated by preferential affinities for one another and availability of specific isoforms (Kinoshita, 2003; Nakahira et al., 2010). Members of the same septin group can substitute each other within a SEPT2/6/7/9 complex (Sandrock et al., 2011; Sellin et al., 2011b, 2012) and thus, SEPT7 is a ubiquitous subunit and the presence of all other septins depends on their expression in various cell types and developmental stages. In vivo, the precise composition and size of septin oligomers are unknown; however, complexes including SEPT2/6/7/9 (Sellin et al., 2011b), SEPT2/6/7 (Joberty et al., 2001; Kinoshita, 2002), SEPT7/9/11 (Nagata et al., 2004), SEPT3/5/7 (Fujishima et al., 2007), and SEPT5/7/11 (Xie et al., 2007) have been isolated from cultured cells. Interestingly, septin complexes such as SEPT2/5/6/7 (Hsu et al., 1998), SEPT4/5/8 (Blaser et al., 2002; Martinez et al., 2004), SEPT4/14 (Shinoda et al., 2010), SEPT2/5 (Beites et al., 1999), and SEPT1/5 (Mizutani et al., 2013) have also been reported. These non-canonical complexes include multiple subunits from the same septin group and do not appear to conform to the canonical SEPT2/6/7/9 arrangement (Figure 1B).

Assembly of septins into oligomers and polymers is a dynamic process regulated by many factors, including GTP-binding and hydrolysis, binding partners, and post-translational modifications. GTP binding triggers conformational changes within the G domains of septins, affecting the stability of their oligomerizing interfaces (Aubert et al., 2008; de Almeida Marques et al., 2012). Septins follow a combinatorial mode of assembly that is dictated by preferential affinities for one another and availability of specific isoforms (Kinoshita, 2003; Nakahira et al., 2010). Members of the same septin group can substitute each other within a SEPT2/6/7/9 complex (Sandrock et al., 2011; Sellin et al., 2011b, 2012) and thus, SEPT7 is a ubiquitous subunit and the presence of all other septins depends on their expression in various cell types and developmental stages. In vivo, the precise composition and size of septin oligomers are unknown; however, complexes including SEPT2/6/7/9 (Sellin et al., 2011b), SEPT2/6/7 (Joberty et al., 2001; Kinoshita, 2002), SEPT7/9/11 (Nagata et al., 2004), SEPT3/5/7 (Fujishima et al., 2007), and SEPT5/7/11 (Xie et al., 2007) have been isolated from cultured cells. Interestingly, septin complexes such as SEPT2/5/6/7 (Hsu et al., 1998), SEPT4/5/8 (Blaser et al., 2002; Martinez et al., 2004), SEPT4/14 (Shinoda et al., 2010), SEPT2/5 (Beites et al., 1999), and SEPT1/5 (Mizutani et al., 2013) have also been reported. These non-canonical complexes include multiple subunits from the same septin group and do not appear to conform to the canonical SEPT2/6/7/9 arrangement (Figure 1B).

Assembly of septins into oligomers and polymers is a dynamic process regulated by many factors, including GTP-binding and hydrolysis, binding partners, and post-translational modifications. GTP binding triggers conformational changes within the G domains of septins, affecting the stability of their oligomerizing interfaces (Sirajuddin et al., 2009). Little is known about how GTP turnover and hydrolysis influence septin heteromerization, but subunits of the SEPT6 group, which are constitutively bound to GTP, are thought to stabilize septin oligomers. Septin assembly can be further modulated by a variety of intracellular factors such as the TRiC/CCT chaperone system (Dekker et al., 2008), which is implicated in the folding and possibly dimerization of septins, the Cdc42-binding protein Borg3, which in the absence of Cdc42 inhibits septin assembly (Joberty et al., 2001), and the Orc6 subunit of the origin recognition complex, which enhances septin GTPase activity and filament formation (Huijbregts et al., 2009). In addition, posttranslational modifications such as phosphorylation, sumoylation, acetylation, and ubiquitylation have all been reported to affect septin assembly (reviewed in Hernandez-Rodriguez and Momany, 2012). Association of septins with membrane lipids and cytoskeletal elements such as actin microfilaments or microtubules can further influence their
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**Figure 1** Septin classification, sequence domains, and assembly into oligomers and polymers.

(A) Classification, sequence domains, and GTPase activity of the mammalian septins. On the basis of sequence similarity, human septin proteins are classified into four groups: SEPT2 (SEPT1, SEPT2, SEPT4, and SEPT5), SEPT6 (SEPT6, SEPT8, SEPT10, SEPT11, and SEPT14), SEPT7, and SEPT9 (SEPT3, SEPT9, and SEPT12). Septins have a highly conserved GTP-binding domain, which is flanked by a conserved N-terminal polybasic (PB) sequence that interacts with phospholipids and a C-terminal 56 amino acid sequence of unknown function termed septin unique element (SUE). Septins vary mainly in the length and amino acid composition of their N- and C-terminal tails, which contain proline-rich domains (PRD) and α-helical coiled coil (CC) domains. Most septins have a slow intrinsic GTPase activity, and septins of the SEPT6 group are postulated to lack catalytic activity. (B) Septin assembly into oligomeric complexes of variable size and composition. After GTP-binding and folding by the cytosolic TRiC/CCT chaperonin, septins dimerize combinatorially forming oligomeric complexes, which consist of equal number of subunits from each one of the four septin groups (e.g., SEPT2/6/7/9 or SEPT2/6/7; canonical complexes) or more than one subunit from the same septin group (e.g., SEPT4/5/8 or SEPT9/11/14; non-canonical complexes). (C) Polymerization of septin oligomers into higher-order filamentous structures. Septin hetero-oligomers assemble into non-polar filaments, which can pair with one another forming linear bundles and circular rings.
polymerization into filaments. Reconstitution of septin assembly on membrane bilayers and liposomes indicate that septin binding to phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PIP) enhances filament formation (Tanaka-Takiguchi et al., 2009; Bertin et al., 2010). Actin filaments have also been shown to act as templates for the assembly of septin complexes into linear filaments and microtubules support the disk-like organization of septins in non-adherent cells (Kinoshita et al., 2002; Sellin et al., 2011a). Thus, assembly of septins depends not only on their biochemical properties and posttranslational modifications but also on their interaction with binding partners and intracellular structures and organelles.

**Septin expression and roles in embryogenesis**

Insights into the tissue expression and functions of mammalian septins have emerged from DNA microarray analyses and septin knockout mice (Table 1). Serial analysis of gene expression in a variety of human tissues shows a nearly ubiquitous expression of SEPT2, SEPT7, and SEPT9 (Hall et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2007; Connolly et al., 2011a). While absent from some tissues, the septins SEPT4, SEPT8, SEPT10, and SEPT11 are expressed widely (Hall et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2007). In contrast, expression of SEPT1, SEPT3, SEPT12, and SEPT14 is limited to specific tissues. SEPT1 and SEPT3 are expressed in lymphoid and nervous tissues, respectively (Hall et al., 2005), and SEPT12 is a testis-specific septin (Xue et al., 2004; Peterson et al., 2007). SEPT14 was originally identified as a novel testis-specific protein, but is also expressed in the nervous system (Peterson et al., 2007; Shimoda et al., 2010). Little is known about how septin expression varies throughout development and adult life, but a recent study showed that the levels of 10 different septin proteins change dramatically during brain development (Tsang et al., 2011).

To date, knockout mice have been generated for 7 of the 13 septins. Genetic ablation of the ubiquitous Sept7, Sept9, and Sept11 resulted in embryonic lethality. Sept7−/− mice were never born, arresting early in development postimplantation of Sept11−/− mice ceased at day 11.5 and possibly due to mitotic failure (Kinoshita, 2008). Development of Sept11−/− mice (Ono et al., 2005a; Suzuki et al., 2009; Harper et al., 2012). Among all the septin knockout mice, Sept4−/− mice are the most well studied and characterized. Male Sept4−/− mice are sterile due to a morphologically altered and immotile sperm (Ihara et al., 2005; Kissel et al., 2005). Neurologically, the cerebellum of Sept4−/− mice is mildly maldeveloped and hypo-dopaminergic phenotypes such as an increase in the inhibition of the startling response by weaker prestimuli have been reported (Kinoshita, 2008). Loss of Sept4 from mice that express the α-synuclein mutant A53T, which is common among familial forms of Parkinson’s disease, increased amyloid deposition and neurodegenerative pathology, leading to shorter lifespans (Ihara et al., 2007). Moreover, Sept4−/− mice are more susceptible to tumor growth and liver fibrosis, and contain high levels of hematopoietic and hair follicle stem cells (HFSCs) (Iwasako et al., 2008; Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2010; Fuchs et al., 2013). The embryonic lethality phenotype of the Sept7−/−, Sept9−/−, and Sept11−/− mice suggests that septins play an essential role in embryogenesis. It is unknown how septins are involved in the embryonic development of mammals, but studies in model organisms such as the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans, and the frog Xenopus laevis have shed some light on the developmental functions of septins. In early Drosophila development, multiple rounds of mitotic nuclear divisions lead to the formation of a multiciliated single-cell embryo. The nuclei of this syncyial blastoderm are partitioned into individual cells by a process termed cellularization. In septin-deficient embryos, cellularization is incomplete, resulting in multinucleated cells, less imaginal discs (precursors of epithelial tissues), and larval death (Neufeld and Rubin, 1994; Adam et al., 2000). In C. elegans, septins localize similarly to the cytokinetic furrows, but are not essential for embryonic development (Nguyen et al., 2000). Septin-depleted embryos rarely fail to complete cytokinesis; however, the asymmetric geometry of furrow ingestion is disrupted and the contractile apparatus is less robust and more prone to stochastic errors (Maddox et al., 2007). Postembryonic development of C. elegans tissues is more severely affected by septin mutations, which disrupt gonadogenesis and the formation of a functional sensory and motor nervous system.
### Table 1  Septin expression, binding partners, and links to human diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Tissue expression</th>
<th>Mouse model</th>
<th>Binding partner</th>
<th>Disease association</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEPT1</td>
<td>16p11.1</td>
<td>Lymphoid – skin</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>Aurora B kinase</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s; oral, skin, and colorectal cancers; leukemia</td>
<td>(Qi et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT2</td>
<td>2q.37.3</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>GLAST, MAP4, anillin, myosin II, exo70, IQGAP, p85</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s, renal cell carcinoma, brain cancer, leukemia, systemic lupus erythematosus</td>
<td>(Beltes et al., 1999; Kinoshita et al., 2002, 2004; Vega and Hsu, 2003; Kremer et al., 2005; Garcia et al., 2006; Joo et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT3</td>
<td>22q13.2</td>
<td>Neuronal</td>
<td>Viable</td>
<td>cGMP-dependent protein kinase-1 (PKG-I)</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s, Down syndrome, brain cancer</td>
<td>(Xue et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT4</td>
<td>17q22</td>
<td>Widely expressed</td>
<td>Viable; sterile</td>
<td>X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP), α-synuclein, DYRK1A kinase, kaposin A</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, melanoma, leukemia, urothelial cancers, schizophrenia, male infertility</td>
<td>(Ihara et al., 2003; Gottfried et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2007; Sitz et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT5</td>
<td>22q11.2</td>
<td>Widely expressed</td>
<td>Viable; behavioral defects</td>
<td>Syntaxin 1A, syntaxin 4, parkin, dynamin 1</td>
<td>Pancreatic cancer, leukemia, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia</td>
<td>(Beltes et al., 1999; Choi et al., 2003; Suzuki et al., 2009; Maimaitiyiming et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT6</td>
<td>Xq24</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>Viable</td>
<td>SOCS7, binder of Rho GTPases (BORG), hnRNP A1, NSSb, myelin and lymphocyte protein (MAL)</td>
<td>Melanoma, leukemia, bipolar disorder, Down syndrome</td>
<td>(Joberty et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2007; Kremer et al., 2007; Buser et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT7</td>
<td>7p14.2</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>Embryonic lethal</td>
<td>CENP-E, nephrin, CD2AP, ERK3, binder of Rho GTPases (BORG)</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s, Down syndrome, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia</td>
<td>(Joberty et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2008; Brand et al., 2012; Wasik et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT8</td>
<td>5q31</td>
<td>Widely expressed</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>VAMP2, mitogen-activated protein kinase-5 (MK5), CDK14 (PFTAIRE1)</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s, Down syndrome, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia</td>
<td>(Yang et al., 2002; Ito et al., 2009; Shiryaev et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT9</td>
<td>17q25</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>Embryonic lethal</td>
<td>Microtubules, rhotekin, septin-associated (SA)-RhöGEF, HIF1-α, internatin B</td>
<td>Hereditary neuralgic amyotrophy; colorectal, breast, ovarian, liver, and head and neck cancers; leukemia; Down syndrome; bipolar disorder; schizophrenia</td>
<td>(Pizarro-Cerda et al., 2002; Nagata et al., 2003; Ito et al., 2005; Nagata and Inagaki, 2005; Amir et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT10</td>
<td>2q13</td>
<td>Widely expressed</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>Dynamin 1</td>
<td>Renal cell carcinoma, leukemia, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia</td>
<td>(Maimaitiyiming et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT11</td>
<td>4q21.1</td>
<td>Widely expressed</td>
<td>Embryonic lethal</td>
<td>Dynamin 1</td>
<td>Male infertility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT12</td>
<td>16p13.3</td>
<td>Testicular</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>Dynamin 1</td>
<td>Testicular cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPT13</td>
<td>7p11.2</td>
<td>Testicular –neural</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>Dynamin 1</td>
<td>Male infertility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*References correspond to the binding partners column of the table. Disease associations are discussed and referenced throughout the main text of this review.*
Recently, a study in *Xenopus* showed that septins are involved in the planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling pathway, which directs the collective cell movements of embryogenesis during gastrulation, axial elongation, and organogenesis. The PCP signaling protein Fritz, which interacts directly with Sept2, was shown to control septin localization to the cortical membrane of gastrulating cells (Kim et al., 2010). Moreover, Fritz and septins synergized toward the formation of cilia, which are critical for the transduction of the Sonic hedgehog signals that regulate organogenesis (Kim et al., 2010). Thus, septins are essential components of the molecular and cellular mechanisms that give rise to complex organ and tissue systems. Next, we focus on how septins function in the development, maintenance, and disease states of the cardiovascular, immune, nervous, reproductive, urinary, digestive, respiratory, endocrine, and integumentary systems (Figure 2).

**Cardiovascular system**

The heart is the first organ to develop during embryogenesis. Terminal differentiation of cardiomyocytes occurs near birth and is characterized by the cessation of cell division and the development of contractile multinucleated cells. In mouse embryonic cardiac cells, septin 2, 6, 7, and 9 levels are the highest in early development and decrease at birth and adulthood (Ahuja et al., 2006). In embryonic cardiomyocytes, septins localize to the cytokinetic ring and midbody of dividing cells and are absent from sarcomeric actomyosin (Ahuja et al., 2006). Thus, septins could function in early cardiac development by interacting with key components of the cytokinetic machinery (e.g., myosin, anillin). Moreover, septin downregulation could trigger mitotic arrest and the formation of terminally differentiated multinucleated cells. Interestingly, SEPT5 is located within the 22q11.2 locus that is commonly deleted in the DiGeorge/velo-cardial-facial syndrome (DGS), which is characterized by cardial malformations and lesions (McKie et al., 1997). Studies in animal models suggest that 22q11.2 hemizygosity, which occurs in 90% of DGS cases, results in developmental impairment of the right ventricle and outflow tract (Scambler, 2000). It is unknown if partial loss of SEPT5 contributes to the pathology of DGS, but decreased septin (SEPT8) expression is also implicated in the toxic effects that anti-inflammatory drugs have on the development of embryonic cardiomyocytes (Baek et al., 2010).
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**Figure 2**  
Septin functions in organ systems and their connection to human disease. The schematic diagram depicts the main organ systems of the human body and outlines organ- and cell type-specific structures and processes that require septins. Color codes indicate the intracellular involvement of septins, which includes septin functions in the organization of actin (red), microtubules (green) and cell membranes (gray), vesicle fusion (blue), and apoptosis (yellow). Human diseases are listed based on genetic, histological, genomic, and proteomic evidence that implicates septins in the pathology of various organ disorders.
Septin expression and functions in the vascular network have been identified in platelets, which are specialized secretory cells that regulate hemostasis, thrombosis, and injury repair. SEPT5 (CDCre1-l) localizes around platelet α-granules, storage vesicles that contain growth factors and effector molecules involved in adhesion and clot formation (Dent et al., 2002). Additionally, SEPT5 coprecipitates with syntaxin 4, a component of the SNARE-SNAP complex that mediates vesicle fusion with the plasma membrane (Dent et al., 2002). Platelets isolated from Sept5 null mice secrete serotonin more readily upon stimulation, suggesting that Sept5 negatively regulates α-granule fusion with the plasma membrane (Dent et al., 2002).

Abnormal SEPT5 expression has been linked to the Bernard-Soulier syndrome (BSS), a rare autosomal recessive blood disorder characterized by excessive bleeding and abnormal platelet morphology, count, and secretion (Lopez et al., 1998). BSS patients harbor mutations in the quaternary platelet glycoprotein Ibβ-IX (GpIBB) receptor subunit, which regulates platelet adhesion, activation, and aggregation. Mice lacking the GpIBBB gene exhibit symptoms that phenocopy BSS pathology and possess platelets with abnormally large α-granules and elevated levels of SEPT5 (Kato et al., 2004). More recently, genotypic analysis of a juvenile patient with a severe case of BBS showed homozygous deletions of the GpIBBB and SEPT5 genes, which are positioned directly next to each other (Zieger et al., 1997; Bartsch et al., 2011).

Aberrant septin expression has been implicated in other blood disorders, including acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (Cerveira et al., 2011). Mixed lineage leukemia (MLL) is a histone methyltransferase that regulates homeobox (HOX) gene expression during hematopoiesis (Muntean and Hess, 2012). Chromosomal translocations of the MLL gene account for ~10% of the de novo and therapy-induced leukemias (Muntean and Hess, 2012). Septins 2, 5, 6, 9, and 11 have all been identified as MLL fusion partners, accounting for the largest known protein family associated with MLL rearrangements (Cerveira et al., 2011). The MLL-septin chimera results from double-stranded intronic breaks in the MLL and septin genes, producing in-frame fusions of the MLL N-terminus with almost the entire open-reading frame of the septin (Cerveira et al., 2011). Ectopic expression of the MLL-SEPT6 chimera has been shown to immortalize hematopoietic progenitor cells, upregulating the expression of the Hox-7α and Hox-9α genes (Ono et al., 2005b). Although MLL-SEPT6 expression in mice was not sufficient to induce leukemogenesis (Ono et al., 2005a), mice transduced with an active FMS-like receptor tyrosine kinase 3, which is frequently overexpressed in AML, required MLL-SEPT6 to stimulate leukemogenesis (Ono et al., 2005b). MLL-SEPT6 expression also led to a lethal myeloproliferative disease with long latency (Ono et al., 2005b).

Recent studies have shown that hematopoietic stem cell maturation and malignancy are affected by the SEPT4 splice variant ARTS (apoptosis-related protein in the TGF-β signaling; SEPT4_v2) (Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2010). SEPT4/ARTS binds to inhibitors of apoptosis proteins, initiating caspase activation and cell death (Larisch et al., 2000; Gottfried et al., 2004). Sept4-deficient mice contain elevated levels of hematopoietic stem cells, including progenitor and immature B-cells that are resistant to proapoptotic stimuli (Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2010). Genetic crosses between Sept4-/- and the leukemogenic Eu-Myc mice showed that Sept4 ablation enhances lymphomagenesis and reduces lifetime by 50% (Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2010). Significantly, ARTS expression is frequently altered in bone marrow lymphocytes derived from patients with childhood ALL, the most common malignancy found in children (Elhasid et al., 2004). Lymphocytes from ALL patients exhibit a significant reduction in SEPT4/ARTS mRNA levels, and SEPT4/ARTS-deficient lymphocytes are highly resistant to apoptosis when treated with the chemotherapeutic agent ara-C (Elhasid et al., 2004). DNA methylation inhibitors can rescue SEPT4/ARTS expression, suggesting that aberrant methylation downregulates its expression during tumorigenesis (Elhasid et al., 2004). Clinically, SEPT4/ARTS expression was rescued in patient lymphocytes following therapy, indicating that SEPT4/ARTS expression suppresses growth and possibly malignant transformation of hematopoietic cells.

**Immune system**

The mammalian innate and adaptive immune systems encompass several tissues and specialized cell types that defend against infectious agents. Despite that the first mammalian septin (Sept1) was cloned from lymphocytes 25 years ago (Carol et al., 1990), it was not until recently that researchers began to investigate the immunological functions of septins.

Cells of the innate immunity (e.g., dendritic cells, macrophages) recognize and engulf foreign bodies, and elicit a larger response through antigen presentation. SEPT10 was initially identified in dendritic cells, where it is abundantly expressed (Sui et al., 2003). In contrast, SEPT10 is weakly expressed in the spleen, thymus, and peripheral blood leukocytes. In dendritic cells, SEPT10...
localizes to the cytoplasm and the nucleus, and is transcriptionally upregulated upon stimulation with lipopoly saccharide (Sui et al., 2003). Septins 2, 6, 8, 10, and 11 are abundantly expressed in macrophages, and Sept2 and Sept11 localize to actin-based structures at the base and periphery of the phagocytic cup (Huang et al., 2008). Disrupting septin assembly by expressing the septin-binding domain of BORG3 or targeted knockdown of Sept2 or Sept11 reduced phagosome formation and uptake of IgG coated beads (Huang et al., 2008). Further studies are necessary to understand the precise functions of septins in dendritic and macrophage cell biology.

T lymphocytes proliferate and mature in lymphoid tissues (e.g., thymus, spleen, lymph nodes) and migrate to peripheral tissues, searching for antigen-presenting cells. Septins are essential for both T-cell development and migration. During mouse T-cell development, the transition from a double-negative (CD4+CD8−) to a double-positive (CD4+CD8+) stage is accompanied by a 5- to 10-fold increase in Sept9 expression (Lassen et al., 2013). Sept9 deletion affects T-cell development in the thymus, leading to an increase in stage 3 double-negative cells (CD4−CD8−CD25−CD44+) at the expense of stage 4 double-negative cells (CD4−CD8−CD25+CD44+). Peripheral CD8+ and CD4+ T cells are reduced concomitantly, and in vitro proliferation of Sept9-deleted CD8+ T-cells is impaired; the effects of Sept9 deletion in vivo are more severe on CD8+ than CD4+ T cells (Lassen et al., 2013). These studies are the first to implicate septins in T-cell development, but more work is needed to determine the mechanism by which Sept9 regulates T-cell maturation and selection.

Lymphocytes migrate by forming a leading pseudopod and a trailing uropod, both of which require polarized assembly of filamentous actin and contraction of the cortical membrane. In T cells, septins localize to the middle of the cell cortex and are distinctly absent from the protruding pseudopod and uropod (Tooley et al., 2009). Sept7-depleted lymphocytes have elongated uropods and show poor persistent migration despite maintaining normal levels of actin, microtubules, and phosphorylated (active) myosin (Tooley et al., 2009). In addition, Sept7 depletion results in excessive blebbing and reduces the rate of cortical retraction in a hydrostatic volume change assay, which measures the ability of cells to expand and retract their cell membrane (Gilden et al., 2012). In migrating lymphocytes, septins (Sept6 and Sept7) are absent from blebs and filopodia, but are recruited to plasma membrane sites adjacent to these protrusive structures (Sellin et al., 2011a; Gilden et al., 2012). Overall, the plasma membrane organization and dynamics of migrating T cells appear to depend on septins, which affect persistent migration.

In non-immune cells, septins are essential for host defense against infectious bacteria. The invasive bacterium *Listeria monocytogenes* enters mammalian cells through the interaction of its surface proteins internalin A and B (InLA, InLB) with E-cadherin and the Met receptor, respectively (Cossart, 2011). Targeted depletion of Sept2 inhibits bacterial invasion and impairs the InLB/Met signaling pathway (Mostowy et al., 2009). Septins also thwart the intracellular mobility of *Shigella flexneri*, a pathogenic bacterium that propels itself through the cytoplasm by recruiting and activating the Arp2/3 complex, which induces the formation of an actin tail (Eggle et al., 1999). Septin filaments are recruited to cytoplasmic *Shigella* and assemble cage-like structures that inhibit bacterial mobility and facilitate the formation of an autophagosome for bacterial degradation (Mostowy et al., 2010).

**Nervous system**

Septins are abundantly present in the nervous system, exhibiting cell type-specific and developmentally regulated patterns of expression.

Development of a functional nervous system involves the migration of embryonic stem cells and neural precursors, and their differentiation into neurons and glial cells. Neuronal morphogenesis requires the formation of axons, dendrites, and synapses. Recent studies have shown that septins play essential roles in neuronal migration, axonal and dendritic arborization, and synaptic activity. In mouse embryos, Sept4 and Sept14 are highly expressed in the cortical plate of the developing cortex, which is formed by postmitotic neurons that migrate tangentially from the subventricular zone to the outer layers of the neocortex (Shinoda et al., 2010). *In vivo* knockdown of Sept4 or Sept4 expression and inhibition of their interaction perturb neuronal migration to the cortical plate; neurons fail to extend leading processes and stall at the ventricular and intermediate zones without reaching the cortical plate (Shinoda et al., 2010). The sensory and motor neurons of the *C. elegans* septin mutants unc-59 and unc-61 exhibit similar migration defects during larval development (Finger et al., 2003).

In cultured hippocampal neurons, septins are required for the formation of dendritic spines (Tada et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2007; Cho et al., 2011). SEPT5/7/11 complexes localize to dendritic branch points and at the base of dendritic spines (Xie et al., 2007). Targeted depletion of Sept7, Sept11, or Sept6 reduces dendritic arborization and alters the length, density, and head morphology of
dendritic spines (Tada et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2007; Cho et al., 2011). In contrast, SEPT7 overexpression increases dendritic protrusions and branch points (Tada et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2007). Because dendritic spines are enriched with membrane proteins (e.g., neurotransmitter receptors) that localize specifically at the postsynaptic cleft, septins are posited to form a diffusion barrier at the base of dendritic spines blocking free diffusion of membrane proteins in and out of the dendritic shaft (Caudron and Barral, 2009). In addition, septins may also synergize with the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton for the formation of dendritic spines.

Septin-mediated reorganization of the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton is required for the collateral branching of axons. In sensory neurons isolated from chicken dorsal root ganglia, SEPT6 and SEPT7 localize at the base of axonal filopodia and axon branch points (Hu et al., 2012). This localization is reminiscent of septin complexes at the base of dendritic spines, but in axons septins control the initiation and maturation of collateral branches (Hu et al., 2012). SEPT6 enhances the transition of axonal patches of F-actin to filopodia by enhancing the recruitment of the actin-binding protein cortactin, an activator of Arp2/3-mediated actin polymerization (Hu et al., 2012). In contrast, SEPT7 is involved in the entry of axonal microtubules into nascent filopodia, enabling the formation of collateral branches (Hu et al., 2012). These regulatory roles of septins are likely to influence not only the outgrowth and differentiation of neurites into axons and dendrites, but also axon extension and growth cone motility. Indeed, septins have been reported to affect axon length (Vega and Hsu, 2003), but more studies are needed to understand their precise roles in axonal differentiation and growth.

Neurotransmission and organ innervation rely on the formation and function of chemical synapses, which release and receive neurotransmitter molecules through their presynaptic and postsynaptic clefts, respectively. Neurotransmitter secretion and uptake are coupled to ion channels that sense and generate membrane potential. Initial studies indicated that septins inhibit the release of synaptic vesicles (Beites et al., 2001), but new evidence suggests that septins could also regulate the localization of ion channels in membrane microdomains and their endocytosis from synaptic membranes. Septins 3, 5, 6, 7, and 11 localize to the presynaptic cleft and their filamentous organization coincides with the filament-like strands, which have been observed by electron microscopy to connect synaptic vesicles with each other and the plasma membrane (Hirokawa et al., 1989; Kinoshita et al., 2000; Tsang et al., 2011). SEPT5 and SEPT8 have been reported to interact with components of the molecular machinery of synaptic vesicle fusion (Beites et al., 1999, 2005; Ito et al., 2009). SEPT5 and SEPT7 are posited to inhibit vesicle fusion by inhibiting the formation of productive SNARE complexes (Beites et al., 2005; Wasik et al., 2012). Interestingly, however, synaptic transmission and morphology were not altered in Sept5−/− and Sept3−/− mice (Tsang et al., 2008). Further analysis of the developing calyx of Held, which is a large glutamatergic synapse of the auditory nervous system, showed that Sept5 filaments play a key role in the positioning of predockped synaptic vesicles relative to the voltage gated calcium channels (VGCCs) of the active zone (Yang et al., 2010). In Sept5−/− synapses, synaptic vesicles are more tightly docked to the VGCCs. In addition, synaptic vesicles are more readily and cooperatively released, requiring a lower number of calcium channels to trigger single fusion events (Yang et al., 2010). Thus, SEPT5 introduces a physical barrier between synaptic vesicles and VGCCs regulating the efficiency of synaptic transmission. A new study suggests that SEPT5 and SEPT4 might modulate synaptic activity by controlling the membrane organization and clustering of ion channels (Sharma et al., 2013). Although this hypothesis has yet to be tested in neurons, SEPT4 is required for the organization of phosphatidylinositol-(4,5)-disphosphate-rich domains in the plasma membrane of HeLa cells and the clustering of the calcium channel ORAI1, which triggers calcium entry and signaling when calcium concentration is low in the endoplasmic reticulum (Sharma et al., 2013). Alternatively, septins may affect the internalization of ion channels from the synaptic membrane. SEPT2 interacts with the astrocyte glutamate transporter GLAST, and SEPT2 mutations increase GLAST internalization, and consequently, result in a decrease of glutamate uptake (Kinoshita et al., 2004). Interaction of septins (SEPT5, SEPT11) with dynamin, which mediates scission of vesicles from the plasma membrane, raises the possibility that septins regulate endocytosis at synaptic terminals, affecting the recycling of synaptic vesicles and ion transporters (McNiven, 1998; Maimaitiyiming et al., 2013).

In summary, septins have fundamental roles in the development, activity, and connectivity of the nervous system. Thus, abnormalities in septin expression are likely to compromise the function of the nervous system, contributing to the pathology of neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders. Hereditary neuralgic amyotrophy, a disorder characterized by shoulder and arm pain and muscle atrophy, is genetically linked to missense mutations and duplications in the N-terminal sequence of SEPT9 (Chance and Windebank, 1996; Kuhlenbaumer
These abnormalities may cause the axonal degeneration and focal demyelination observed in the brachial plexus nerves of patients with hereditary neuropathy (Ueda et al., 2010). In the maldeveloped brain of fetuses with Down syndrome, the expression of SEPT6 and SEPT7 is markedly reduced and SEPT4 might be hyperphosphorylated due to the overexpression of the Dyrk1a kinase (Sitz et al., 2008). Increases in septin 5, 6, and 11 expression were also observed in schizophrenia and bipolar disorders (Pennington et al., 2008), and SEPT9 was abnormally overexpressed in a mouse model of demyelinating neuropathy (Patrizi et al., 2011). Histological analysis of brains from Alzheimer’s patients identified septins 1, 2, and 4 in neurofibrillary tangles (Kinoshita et al., 1998), which are intracellular aggregates of the hyperphosphorylated microtubule-associated protein tau. In addition, allelic variations in SEPT3 isoforms have been observed in Alzheimer’s tissue samples, indicating a potential role or risk factor in Alzheimer’s disease pathogenesis (Takehashi et al., 2004). In the brains of patients with Parkinson’s disease, SEPT4 is found in the Lewy body aggregates of α-synuclein and overexpression of SEPT4 in the mouse brain results in behavioral abnormalities (Ihara et al., 2003; Ageta-Ishihara et al., 2013). Interestingly, SEPT4 interacts with α-synuclein directly, and loss of SEPT4 expression in the A53T familial Parkinson’s mouse model enhances amyloid-like aggregation and neurodegeneration (Ihara et al., 2007).

Reproductive system

Septins have been genetically linked to male infertility and ovarian cancer. The importance of septins for sperm development was discovered by two independent studies of SEPT4 knockout mice. Male Sept4−/− mice are sterile and their sperm is immotile and morphologically bent with an abnormal L-shape (Ihara et al., 2005; Kissel et al., 2005). This phenotype correlates with Sept4 localization to the annulus, a cortical ring separating the middle and principal pieces of spermatozoa. In Sept4−/− sperm, the annular structure is abolished (Ihara et al., 2005; Kissel et al., 2005). Moreover, Sept4−/− sperm mitochondria have abnormal size, cristae, and membrane morphology, and an excess of cytoplasmic droplets is observed in the head and neck regions of the sperm (Kissel et al., 2005). While these data suggest that Sept4 functions in mitochondrial division and caspase-mediated removal of the cytoplasm during spermiogenesis, follow-up studies explored the hypothesis that Sept4 maintains a cortical diffusion barrier at the annulus. Kwitny et al. (2010) tracked the localization of the diffusing membrane protein basigin, which localizes to the principal piece during spermiogenesis and shifts to the middle piece during epididymal maturation. In the sperm of Sept4−/− mice, basigin fails to localize to either the principal or middle pieces, indicating that Sept4 is critical for maintaining the proper localization of sperm proteins through the establishment of an annular diffusion barrier (Kwitny et al., 2010). Because a defective annulus is common among patients with asthenospermia, screening for Sept4 localization is now used as a diagnostic tool for sperm malformation (Sugino et al., 2008).

In addition to Sept4, septins 1, 6, 7, and 12 also localize to the annulus of the sperm (Toure et al., 2011). Notably, Sept12 is expressed only in the testis (Peterson et al., 2007) and similar to the Sept4−/− mice, Sept12−/− chimeric mice are sterile and their sperm is immotile with nuclear defects and distorted shape (Lin et al., 2009). In vitro fertilization of mouse oocytes with Sept12−/− sperm has low success rates, and fertilized oocytes do not progress past the morula stage (Lin et al., 2011). Interestingly, genetic analysis of infertile men revealed two missense SEPT12 mutations, T89M and D197N, which map to the switch I and GTP recognition motifs of Sept12, respectively (Kuo et al., 2012). Biochemical analysis showed that the Sept12-T89M mutant had reduced rates of GTP hydrolysis and Sept12-D197N did not bind GTP (Kuo et al., 2012). Both mutants failed to form filaments in tissue culture cells, and Sept12 was absent from the sperm annulus of Sept12-D197N patients (Kuo et al., 2012). Thus, mutations in the testis-specific SEPT12 are genetically linked to male infertility. In addition, septins are linked to testicular cancer, in which Sept14 expression is lost, suggesting that Sept14 could be a suppressor of testicular cancer (Peterson et al., 2007).

Septin expression in ovarian tissue was first identified in Drosophila where sept1 localizes to follicle cells during embryonic development (Fares et al., 1995). The precise function of septins in ovarian physiology is unknown. Septin 9 expression, however, is significantly altered in ovarian cancers. Initial studies in sporadic ovarian tumor samples showed that the chromosomal locus 17q25.3, which includes the Sept9 gene, was partially deleted leading to allelic imbalances and loss of heterozygosity (Kalikin et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2000). Subsequent studies revealed that Sept9 has a complex genomic organization encoding for up to 18 different mRNA transcripts and 15 protein isoforms (McIlhatton et al., 2001). Analysis of Sept9 mRNA transcripts in benign, malignant and borderline, low-grade ovarian carcinomas showed that the Sept9_v1 and Sept9_v4* transcripts were
overexpressed in serous and mucinous borderline tumors (Scott et al., 2006). The enhanced translational efficiency of SEPT9_v4* relative to SEPT9_v4 suggested that increased levels of SEPT9_i4 could promote the malignant and metastatic potential of ovarian carcinomas (McDade et al., 2007). Consistent with this possibility, overexpression of SEPT14 enhances cell motility and resistance to anticancer drugs that target microtubules (Chacko et al., 2012). Upregulation of SEPT9_i1 could also enhance tumor growth and angiogenesis by slowing down the degradation of the c-Jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK) and the hypoxia-inducible factor HIF1a (Amir et al., 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2009). While the cause of the amplification of certain SEPT9 mRNA transcripts is not understood, epigenetic changes, such as the hypermethylation of alternative intragenic promoters, could alter the relative expression of mRNA transcripts (Connolly et al., 2011b).

**Urinary and digestive systems**

The tissue and organ surfaces of the urinary and digestive systems are composed of epithelial cells. The epithelial plasma membrane is biochemically differentiated into the apical and basolateral membrane domains. The directional transport of water, ions, and solutes depends on the proper localization of specific channels (e.g., aquaporins, Na/K pump) and transporters (e.g., P-glycoprotein) to the epithelial membrane domains. Establishment and maintenance of the polarized distribution of these proteins is key for the development and function of organs such as the kidney, intestine, and lung.

In Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCKs), a well-established model for studying renal epithelial morphogenesis in two- and three-dimensional cultures, SEPT2 is essential for the organization of the microtubule cytoskeleton and the transport of membrane vesicles from the Golgi to the plasma membrane (Spiliotis et al., 2008; Bowen et al., 2011). During the establishment of columnar epithelial morphology, SEPT2 guides microtubule growth and microtubule-microtubule interactions for the establishment of the subapical microtubule network. Moreover, SEPT2 localization to a subset of perinuclear, microtubule bundles enables the egress of Golgi-derived vesicles by hindering the binding of the microtubule-associated protein 4 (MAP4), which impedes microtubule motor-driven transport (Spiliotis et al., 2008). Without proper microtubule architecture and post-Golgi membrane traffic, SEPT2-depleted epithelia fail to assume a columnar shape and most apical and basolateral membrane proteins accumulate in the cytoplasm. New studies suggest that septins are also important for the two-dimensional expansion of the renal epithelium, which occurs by planar division and asymmetric ingestion of the cleavage furrow from the basal to the apical membrane. In Drosophila epithelia, septins enable the closure of the cytokinetic furrow by strengthening the cytokinetic actomyosin ring, which must overcome the tensile forces exerted by the apical adherens junctions (Fournounou et al., 2013; Guillot and Lecuit, 2013).

Renal epithelia not only maintain water and ion homeostasis but also monitor the flow of fluid in the lumen of the nephron, which in turn can affect cell morphology and proliferation. Fluid flow is sensed by the primary cilium, a microtubule-based antenna-like organelle that projects from the epithelial apical membrane into the lumen of the nephron (Pazour and Witman, 2003). Septins are integral and essential components of the primary cilium (Hu et al., 2010; Chih et al., 2012; Ghossoub et al., 2013). In the inner medullary collecting duct cells IMCD3, SEPT2 localizes to the base of the primary cilium and is required for the formation of functional cilia (Hu et al., 2010). SEPT2 depletion results in complete loss of primary cilia and the formation of shorter cilia, in which ciliary membrane proteins diffuse freely into the surrounding plasma membrane (Hu et al., 2010). Thus, SEPT2 is posited to be part of a membrane diffusion barrier, which maintains the localization of ciliary membrane proteins. Recent studies, however, indicate that SEPT2/7/9 complexes may also interact with axonemal microtubules controlling the length of cilia (Ghossoub et al., 2013).

Podocytes are specialized epithelial cells that wrap around the capillaries of the kidney’s glomeruli and respond to insulin. Podocytes prevent serum albumin and other macromolecules from leaving the blood, while allowing water, salts, and glucose to enter the kidney lumen. Loss of podocyte function is prevalent in diabetic nephropathy, the most common cause of renal failure (Pagtalunan et al., 1997). A new study shows that SEPT7 colocalizes with the glucose transporter isoform 4 (GLUT4) storage vesicles and interacts with nephrin, the CD2-associated protein CD2AP, and the vesicle SNARE protein VAMP2 (Wasik et al., 2012). SEPT7 knockdown increased the interaction of VAMP2 with nephrin and syntaxin, and glucose uptake (Wasik et al., 2012). Thus, SEPT7 could be involved in the regulation of glucose transport in the insulin-sensitive podocytes.

Similar to many tumors of epithelial origin, septins are overexpressed in renal cell carcinoma (RCC), which is an aggressive and highly metastatic cancer of the kidney with poor response rates to therapeutics (Craven et al., 2006b).
SEPT2 and SEPT11 are upregulated in RCCs defective in the von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) tumor suppressor, a ubiquitin E3 ligase that targets the hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF1) transcription factor for degradation (Craven et al., 2006a). It is unknown if SEPT2 and SEPT11 are transcriptionally regulated by HIF1 or directly degraded by VHL. Moreover, it is unclear if and how septin upregulation contributes to RCC growth and metastasis. An increase in the mRNA and protein levels of the Bradeion isoform of SEPT4 has also been detected in urine samples from patients with RCCs and transitional bladder cancers (Tanaka et al., 2003; Bongiovanni et al., 2012). Quantification of SEPT4 Bradeion expression by immunochromatography and RT-PCR of urine samples has been introduced for the diagnosis of urothelial cancers in Japan and Europe (Tanaka et al., 2003; Bongiovanni et al., 2012).

Abnormal expression of SEPT4 has also been observed in colorectal cancer (CRC). While absent from patient-matched healthy tissues, two SEPT4 isoforms (Bradeion α and β) were identified in colorectal tissue isolated from human patients with mucinous carcinoma and rectal malignant melanoma (Zieger et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2001). Ribozyme-mediated cleavage of either or both isoforms arrests CRC growth in the G2 phase of the cell cycle in vitro and prevents tumor growth in mice injected with CRC cells (Tanaka et al., 2002). The SEPT4 isoforms exhibit cytoplasmic and nuclear localization (Tanaka et al., 2001); however, further studies are necessary to elucidate their cellular functions and the molecular mechanisms that contribute to their abnormal expression in CRC.

SEPT9 is highly expressed in normal colonic glandular and surface epithelia, but is markedly reduced in adenomas and almost completely absent from tumor tissues, indicating that SEPT9 levels decrease progressively during tumorigenesis (Toth et al., 2011). Treatment of HT29 CRC cells with a demethylating agent results in increased levels of SEPT9, suggesting that SEPT9 expression is downregulated by gene methylation during CRC progression (Toth et al., 2011). Epigenetic modifications in stem cell DNA within the colonic crypt are known to change with age and have been identified in a subset of CRCs (Taylor et al., 2003; Humphries and Wright, 2008). More specifically, hypermethylation of CpG islands (GC-rich regulatory sequences found in the promoters of almost half of all human genes) are common in many cancers (Herman and Baylin, 2003). Plasma DNA from CRC patients contains abnormally high levels of methylated SEPT9 (Grutzmann et al., 2008). Significantly, SEPT9 is hypermethylated in 87% of early stage I and II colorectal tumors (Warren et al., 2011). These findings have led to the development of the septin 9 test, which is a commercial non-invasive, blood-based test that screens for the methylation of the SEPT9 gene as a diagnostic marker of early-stage colon cancer.

**Respiratory system**

Respiratory epithelia perform a number of key functions, including gas exchange and protection from particulate matter. In the lower respiratory tract, the multiciliated bronchial epithelia protect the underlying tissue from noxious agents and push the mucus toward the pharynx (Fahy and Dickey, 2010). Maintenance of the epithelial cell-cell junctions is critical for limiting paracellular permeability, subepithelial inflammation, and injury (Frank, 2012). Physiological stresses in bronchial epithelia (e.g., particulate matter) stimulate dynamic reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton at the cell cortex, strengthening cell-cell junctions and restricting paracellular permeability (Youakim and Adhieh, 1999). In shear-stressed bronchial epithelia, SEPT2 is recruited to the apical plasma membrane and interacts with the F-actin network more strongly (Sidhaye et al., 2011). In SEPT2-depleted MDCK and bronchial cells challenged with shear stress or particulate matter, cortical F-actin is reduced and low-molecular-weight dextran enters into the basolateral space more readily (Sidhaye et al., 2011). Taken together, these data indicate that SEPT2 is critical for the maintenance of epithelial integrity during respiratory stress.

**Endocrine system**

Tissues and cells of the endocrine system secrete hormones that regulate the physiology and function of peripheral tissues and organs. In the pancreas, SEPT5 is highly expressed in the islet of Langerhans, while its expression is markedly reduced and absent from the acinar and ductal epithelia, respectively (Capuroso et al., 2005). The islet of Langerhans consists of α- and β-cells that secrete glucagon and insulin, respectively, stimulating glucose release and uptake from the blood. The role of SEPT5 in exocytosis was tested in the HIT-T15 insulinoma cell line by assaying for the release of exogenous human growth hormone (hGH) in the presence of wild-type or dominant-negative SEPT5. Secretion of hGH was significantly reduced in cells expressing wild-type SEPT5, indicating that SEPT5 inhibits exocytosis (Beites et al., 1999). In pancreatic β-cells, SEPT2 interacts with EXO70, a component of the octameric exocyst complex that...
mediates vesicle tethering to the plasma membrane (Rittmeyer et al., 2008). The SEPT2-EXO70 complex localizes to the β-cell membrane and interacts directly with the Rho GTPase effector, IQGAP1 (Rittmeyer et al., 2008). Interestingly, overexpression of the SEPT2-EXO70 binding domain of IQGAP1 displaces SEPT2 from the plasma membrane, and the constitutively active form of CDC42 inhibits the interaction of IQGAP1 with the SEPT2-EXO70 complex and blocks insulin secretion (Rittmeyer et al., 2008). Although the precise role of septins in vesicle docking and fusion is unknown, regulation of septin localization and function by IQGAP and Rho signaling might be important for the secretion of insulin from pancreatic β-cells.

**Integumentary system**

The integumentary system consists of the skin, hair follicles, and sebaceous glands. Collectively, these structures make up the largest organ system of the body protecting all other organs from physical damage, infectious agents, and water loss. SEPT1 localizes diffusely throughout the cytoplasm of epidermal keratinocytes, and Western blotting of epidermal lysates shows expression of septins 1, 4, 8, 11, and 14 (Mizutani et al., 2013). In squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and malignant melanoma tissue sections, SEPT1 is significantly upregulated (Mizutani et al., 2013). In SCC cells, SEPT1 and SEPT5 coimmunoprecipitate and colocalize with SEPT4 in the lamellipodia, a dendritic actin network at the leading edge of migrating cells (Mizutani et al., 2013). SEPT1-depleted DJM-1 cells exhibit defective cell spreading, a process that depends on actin polymerization and cell adhesion with the extracellular matrix. While absent from healthy epidermis, SEPT9 is highly expressed in cultured SCC cells and coprecipitates with SEPT7/10/11/14 (Mizutani et al., 2013). In contrast to SEPT1, septins 9, 11, and 14 colocalize with microtubules and are absent from actin-based structures. These data indicate that different septins and septin complexes interact with different cytoskeletal elements in SCC cells. However, the role of septins in the malignant transformation and metastasis of epidermal cells remains unknown.

Regeneration of the epidermis after injury relies on skin follicle stem cells and HFSCs, whose growth and differentiation are tightly regulated so that tissue structure is preserved without overgrowth. A recent study showed that the SEPT4 splice variant ARTS (SEPT4_v2) is specifically expressed in HFSCs (Fuchs et al., 2013). Hair follicle bulges in mice lacking Sept4/ARTS are morphologically normal, but contain twice as many CD34+ progenitor cells (Fuchs et al., 2013). Sept4/ARTS-deficient CD34+ cells grow faster in culture without feeder cells and are highly resistant to pro-apoptotic stimuli, suggesting that SEPT4/ARTS restricts HFSC proliferation (Fuchs et al., 2013). Remarkably, wound recovery in Sept4/ARTS-deficient mice is extraordinarily fast. Sept4/ARTS has previously been shown to promote apoptosis by targeting XIAP, an inhibitor of apoptosis, for degradation (Larisch et al., 2000). HFSCs from mice deficient in both SEPT4/ARTS and XIAP showed reduced wound repair (Fuchs et al., 2013), supporting the hypothesis that SEPT4/ARTS-mediated apoptosis can limit stem cell growth.

**Conclusion**

Septins constitute a large family of GTP-binding proteins with ubiquitous and tissue-specific patterns of expression. Septins assemble into hetero-oligomers and polymers, whose subunit composition varies depending on developmental stage and cell type. By regulating the spatial organization of membrane and cytoplasmic proteins, septins are essential for the morphogenesis and physiological functions of many cell types of the human body. For several tissues and organs, the identity of septin complexes remains unknown, but a number of septin-specific interactions suggest that septins fulfill tissue-specific functions. In the future, the challenge lies in identifying the septin complexes of most tissues and organs, and determining how they function. This will be an important step toward understanding how alterations in septin expression contribute to the pathogenesis of specific diseases. Male infertility, neuromuscular, and bleeding disorders are genetically linked to septin mutations and deletions. Alterations in septin expression are common in many cancers and neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., Down syndrome, schizophrenia), and septins have been found in the neurofibrillary tangles and Lewy bodies of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s brains. Despite this knowledge, the precise role of septins, if any, remains unknown for many of these diseases. Alterations in septin localization and expression have been used as infertility and cancer biomarkers; however, therapeutic treatments that target septins or use septin-derived peptides are yet to be developed. New exciting research shows that septins play key regulatory roles in the proliferation of stem cells. Thus, the study of septins can provide valuable insights into the emerging field of regenerative medicine while paving the way for new diagnostics and treatments of human disease.
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